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Lockheed Martin (NYSE: LMT)
Analyst: Joseph Mulherin
We recommend and marketweight position on Lockheed Martin's 1.85%
senior unsecured notes. Lockheed Martin (LMT) maintains a leading market
position in the Aerospace and Defense sector, and due to the strength of their F35 program, newly completed F-16 facility, and strong backlog growth, they will
likely maintain that position into the near-future. However, investor expectations
already appreciate these facts, and LMT faces certain downside risks which must
factor into the purchase of this security. We believe that uncertainties regarding
the stability of LMT's margins following the end of CARES act funding, paired
with our expectations that LMT's space program will lose market share, could
materially impact results enough to call their 2030 note's position as a safe-haven
asset into question. With that being said, we believe that LMT's 2030 notes are
appropriately priced – still tighter than all industry rivals. LMT's '30s are currently
trading at a YTW of 1.23%, and given the current 5-year forward inflation
expectation rate of 1.76%, LMT's 2030 notes provide a real yield of -0.53%,
leaving little room for price appreciation: investors seeking high returns may want
to turn elsewhere.
Figure 1: Capitalization Table
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Company Overview
LMT is an American Aerospace & Defense company,
which has led the industry in research, design,
manufacturing, and sustainment of cutting-edge military
hardware for decades. Founded in 1912, LMT has led the
A&D industry for over a century. Its Aeronautics segment
offers both manned and unmanned combat and mobility
aircraft, as well as supplementary technologies. Missiles
and Fire Control Systems provides a range of products and
services ranging from air-to-ground precision strike
weapon systems and tactical missiles to engineering and
integration support services. Rotary and Mission Systems
segment has two main operational priorities: to provide
military-grade helicopters and nautical combat vehicles,
and to provide a wide range of mission services such as
C4ISR capabilities and cybersecurity. Finally, Space
Systems provides long-range missile products and
produces satellites, with a technological emphasis on the
integration of space and ground-based technologies for
intelligence gathering.
F-35 will Drive Cash Flow Generation
The largest single revenue driver for LMT is their F-35 – the
next generation American-made fighter jet. The company
has sold a total of ~500 F-35 aircraft to the United States and
its allies, at an average per-unit price of ~$79M, representing
~$36B in sales to date. Production of the F-35 has ramped
significantly since the first unit was produced in 2011, and
sales are estimated to reach ~140 aircraft in 2021 and ~170
aircraft in 2022, representing ~$11.1B and ~$13.4B in
revenue in each year respectively. At 170 units/year, LMT
will be producing F-35's until ~2031 in order to fill DoD's
order of 2,456 F-35's for all branches of the U.S. military.
Sustainment revenue from the F-35 fleet will reach $3B for
FY20E, and based on guidance, as well as future F-35 sales
estimates, we believe F-35 sustainment will provide LMT
with ~$6B in reliable annual revenue, at higher margins than
initial production (roughly ~13%, as opposed to a historical
~9% production margin).
Figure 3: Order Backlog by Segment
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Management
James D. Taiclet is LMT's President and CEO. Prior to being
assigned to these roles in June 2020, Taiclet was chairman
and CEO of American Tower Corporation, where he grew the
company's market cap from ~$2B to over $100B, driving
strong international growth. As CEO of LMT, Taiclet has
expressed interest in pursuing technological partnerships or
acquisitions to overhaul the existing DoD network
infrastructure. Additionally, Taiclet has placed great
emphasis on product sustainment as a dependable source of
long-term earnings streams.
Figure 2: Estimated F-35 Revenue
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International F-16 Demand, Backlog Strength
LMT has ramped production of the F-16 – once thought to
be ready for retirement. The F-16 is still the NATO standard
fighter jet, and as such there is still strong international
demand for the plane. To accommodate this, LMT opened a
new F-16 production facility in Greenville, South Carolina
that will increase production by ~50%. The largest single
deal yet announced was a $62B contract with DoD to
produce an unspecified number of F-16's for sale to
American allies, potentially including Bulgaria, Slovakia,
Morocco, and the Kingdom of Bahrain. Additionally, at
least 66 are being delivered to Taiwan, a move which earned
LMT, amongst other American arms manufacturers, a
sanction from China. Despite that headwind, we believe F16 production and sustainment, paired with F-35 revenues,
will continue to propel Aeronautics growth forward by
~$1.7B y/y. Additionally, F-16 production margins are
~400bps wide of F-35 margins due to the maturity of the
produce along with economies of scale – we believe this will
help Aeronautics expand margins back to historical levels –
around 12% – once production is fully initiated and COVID
related contraction is restored around ~FY24E.
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Figure 4: Map of LMT U.S. Facility Dispersion

Risks
▪ In the event of a sharper economic turndown
from the pandemic, investors may seek
refuge from risk in LMT notes, driving their
spread tighter.
▪ If F-35 demand were to drop for any reason,
LMT would be seriously affected: they
currently source ~25% of their revenue from
production and servicing of the F-35.
▪ If stimulus funding for FY21 matches that
which LMT received in FY20, their margins
will likely remain flat and their cash flow
profile would grow rather than shrink.
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Idiosyncratic Supply Chain Disruptions from Political
Hedging
Lockheed Martin employs a successful strategy of political
risk hedging by spreading their ~110,000 employees
throughout various U.S. electoral districts. This encourages
lawmakers from those districts to approve budgetary
appropriation increases for LMT to spur job growth within
their constituency. The result of this strategy can be
observed in Figure 4, visualizing the ~375 facilities LMT
operates throughout the United States.
This dissemination of employees results in an even wider
supply chain: LMT works with ~16,000 distinct active
suppliers from all 50 U.S. states. In normal times, this
strategy works well for the company, but COVID-19 has
placed significant strain on LMT's supply chain. Many
LMT suppliers have been forced to reduce warehouse staff
or otherwise disrupt their operations because of the virus.
To remedy this, congress approved a ~$3B allocation to
LMT under the CARES act, which has been allotted to the
company since March 2020. This has propped up LMT's
margins – we estimate that without the CARES act
allocation, LMT's gross margin would have contracted
~300 bps from 2Q20A-4Q20E.
This will be a significant risk for LMT going into 2021, as
CARES act funding for government contractors expires on
12/11/2020. Because of the political unpopularity of
fueling the margins of the A&D primes, paired with what
now looks like a split legislature, there is a significant
chance that LMT would not receive an allocation in a
second round of fiscal stimulus. Accordingly, we estimate
that LMT's operating margin will contract ~160bps in
FY21E, compounding LMT's ~190bps margin contraction
in FY20E with stimulus.

Losing Space Contracts; Contracting Margins
Despite being historical industry leaders in private-sector
space technology, LMT has fallen behind in recent years and
is losing market share to companies like Northrop Grumman
(NOC) and SpaceX. Despite being the prime contractor for
NASA's Hubble space telescope, LMT lost the bid to
construct the James Webb space telescope – a ~$10B project
– to NOC. While NOC has managed to grow space revenues
at ~3.4% q/q for the last two years, LMT has managed only
~0.7% q/q growth. Over the same period, LMT's space
sector operating margin has contracted by ~400bps, owing
to operational failure in several key projects. LMT's new LM
2100 satellite bus platform, of which they have built three,
is much more expensive for the company to produce than
they had predicted, resulting in a cumulative loss from the
three contracts of ~$410M and contributing in large part to
space segment margin contraction of ~400 bps since
FY18A. Their hybrid xenon propulsion system and
advanced composite solar arrays are not cost efficient, and
as a result we believe LMT will continue to lose space
contracts to more viable competitors.
Figure 5: LMT Losing Space Market Share
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Figure 6: Comparable Company Metrics

Relative Value
LMT's 2030 notes are currently trading ~11bps tight of
their nearest comp, General Dynamics (GD). We believe
this is fully justified given LMT's superior credit metrics
in every category. Were A&D credits not safe-haven
assets, we would expect this spread to widen out to Given
that LMT's Debt/EBITDA is ~1.6 turns lower than NOC,
who generates ~$2.3B less in FCF, the ~40bps gap in
spread between the two companies is mostly justified.
Though we expect to see that gap tighten given our
optimistic outlook for NOC, LMT's relative performance
will play no role in that correction. Our outlook for LMT
is mostly optimistic, and so relative to its closest
competitors we believe it should remain in its leading
position.
Figure 7: Comparable Option-Adjusted Spreads
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Desirability as a Safe-Haven Asset
LMT is, along with the other defense primes, a heavilygovernment sponsored business. There is almost no scenario in
which LMT would default on their debt obligations, given their
industry-leading fiscal conservatism, strong order demand and
backlog, and political hedging strategy. The market is well
aware of these facts and has priced the 2030's accordingly – at
their current 1.23% YTW, an investment in LMT's notes would
provide a real yield of -0.53%, given forward inflation
expectations of ~1.76%. Ultimately, we believe that LMT's
2030 notes are trading at the lower bound of where they should.
Therefore, investors looking to hedge against macro risk, and
who can stomach the -0.53% real yield should consider
investing in this security.

Source: Bloomberg
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Investment Thesis
LMT's 1.85% 2030 notes are only a viable investment as a
hold-to-maturity, for two reason. First, on a fundamental
level, we do not believe the notes have any more room to
tighten, given their position relative to their competitors
and the fact that they are trading ~44bps tight of the
Bloomberg Barclays A-rated corporate index, which is
currently at 1.67%. Second, interest rate risk is heightened
on the 30's because of their exceptionally low coupon rate.
If the fed raises rates to 3% in the next decade before these
notes mature, they will lose ~25% of their free market
value. Therefore, we recommend these notes to any
investor who has need of credit which they can be highly
confident in, but not for those who have no room in their
portfolio for notes with exceptionally low yield.

Figure 8: Interest Rate Risk
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Figure 9: Summary Model
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